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A. Keynote presentations  

 

 

Scientific Rationality and Other Types of Rationality 

Acad. DHC Alexandru BOBOC 

Romanian Academy, Bucharest, ROMANIA  

Stefan cel Mare University of Suceava, ROMANIA 

 

The idea of pluralization of reason in a functional sense (utilization, application) is a 

condition to understand the main problem of a discussion about reason in today’s 

times. This will take the form of a relation between scientific rationality (one that 

remains the most studied from a theoretical and methodological perspective) and other 

types of rationality (in art, in history, in actions). 

Keywords: rationality, reason, science, art, raison élargie 

 

 

Technique, Technology and Technologies of the Self 

Yolanda ANGULO PARRA 

Centro de Estudios Genealógicos para la investigación de la cultura en México y 

América Latina, A. C. 

 

The purpose of this paper is to explore, understand and “use” Foucault’s work in order 

to apply the technologies of the self as a discourse for teachers of all grades, starting 

from kindergarten, as a tool to guide their pupils in the most important task of one’s 

self, namely: the conscience constitution of being. Thus, all three concepts will have a 

different role in such task. This paper is a brief summary of a broad Project, aimed to 

train teachers, son they can be prepared to lead their pupils in the “arts of existence”. 

Foucault never considered his philosophy as something useful for society, but, once 

the discourse is public, the author disappears behind his work, son we are prepared to 

“use Foucault’s work”, beyond his will. 

Keywords: Foucault, Self, technique, technology, technologies 
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Myths and symbols camouflaged in the cult of the new Technologies 

Nicu GAVRILUȚĂ 

Al. I. Cuza University from Iasi, ROMANIA 

 

The present conference is based on Mircea Eliade’s theory regarding the mythological, 

symbolic and religious components of the old technologies. With the “desacralization 

of nature” and with the industrial development in the West, the modern technique 

distances itself from symbol, myth and religious fact. However, myth and symbol are 

consubstantial elements to the human condition. Therefore, they survive well 

camouflaged even today. I will try to decipher the myths and symbols that 

nanotechnologies and artificial intelligence contain, and then I will argue why it is 

crucial to invest with moral and religious values the new technologies that have 

already begun to substantially reshape our daily lives. 

Keywords: desacralization of nature, myth, symbol, nanotechnology, AI 

 

 

McLuhan in Reverse, Humankind as Extensions of their Media and Their Legal 

Implications 

Robert K. LOGAN 

University of Toronto, CANADA 

 

We suggest that despite the fact that McLuhan claimed not to have a theory of 

communication that in fact the body of his work does indeed constitute a theory of 

media and their effects which we term as Marshall McLuhan’s General Theory of 

Media (GTOM). We show that his reversals of figure and ground; concepts and 

percepts; cause and effect; visual and acoustic spaces; a medium and its content (i.e. 

it’s message) and the fourth law of the Laws of Media are interconnected together with 

his systemic ecological field approach and they form the basis of his GTOM. 

McLuhan’s Laws of Media are compared to scientific laws of nature and human 

created laws to govern the interactions of societies. 

McLuhan’s notion of media as “extensions of man” or extensions of humankind 

reverses in the digital age as humankind in terms of the users of digital media become 

an extension of the digital media as their data becomes a part of or an extension of 

those media. Media as “extension of man” reverses into “man as extensions of media” 

(use of term man instead of humankind while not politically correct today was used by 

McLuhan and his contemporaries to refer to humankind). The way that humankind 

becomes an extension of today’s digital media is that companies such as Facebook and 

Google captures all of the data their users key into their systems and exploit that data 
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commercially to third parties that then use that data against the better interest of those 

that provided that original data. Legislation is required to put an end to the misuse of 

people’s personal data. If the medium is the message then one of the messages of 

digital media is the creation of super monopolies such as Facebook, Google, Apple, 

Microsoft and Amazon with practices that threaten democracies as was the case with 

the Cambridge Analytica scandal that compromised the 2016 USA presidential 

election and the UK Brexit referendum. 

Keywords: McLuhan, extensions of man, media, technology, reversal. 

 

New Technological Embodiments. Computational Domestication of External 

Ignorant Entities 

DHC Lorenzo MAGNANI 

Universita di Pavia, ITALY 

 

Eco-cognitive computationalism considers computation in context, following some of 

the main tenets advanced by the recent cognitive science views on embodied, situated, 

and distributed cognition. It is in the framework of this eco-cognitive perspective that I 

will analyze the recent attention in computer science devoted to the importance of the 

simplification of cognitive and motor tasks caused in organic entities by the 

morphological features: ignorant bodies can be domesticated to become useful 

“mimetic bodies”, that is able to render an intertwined computation simpler, resorting 

to that ``simplexity'' of animal embodied cognition, which represents one of the main 

quality of organic agents. Through eco-cognitive computationalism we can clearly 

acknowledge that the concept of computation changes, depending on historical and 

contextual causes, and we can build an epistemological view that illustrates the 

‘'emergence”' of new kinds of computations, such as the one regarding morphological 

computation. This new perspective shows how the computational domestication of 

ignorant entities can originate new technological unconventional cognitive 

embodiments. In the last part of the article I will introduce the concept of 

overcomputationalism, showing that my proposed framework helps us see the related 

concepts of pancognitivism, paniformationalism, and pancomputationalism in a more 

naturalized and prudent perspective, avoiding the excess of old-fashioned ontological 

or metaphysical overstatements. 

Keywords: Ignorant bodies, domestication of ignorant entities, eco-cognitive 

computationalism, morphological computation, mimetic bodies, abduction, over-

computationalization. 
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Fourth Industrial Revolution and Sixth mass extinction: Theological Challenges 

Kuruvilla PANDIKATTU SJ 

JDV University, Pune, INDIA 

 

The Fourth Industrial Revolution heralds a series of social, political, cultural, and 

economic upheavals that will unfold over the 21st century. Building on the widespread 

availability of digital technologies that were the result of the Third Industrial, 

or Digital, Revolution, the Fourth Industrial Revolution will be driven largely by the 

convergence of digital, biological, and physical innovations. 

The innovations in artificial intelligence, biotechnology, robotics, and other emerging 

technologies are going to redefine what it means to be human and how we engage with 

one another and the planet. Our capabilities, our identities, and our potential will all 

evolve along with the technologies we create. 

Keywords: Fourth Industrial Revolution, Sixth Mass Extinction, Internet of Things, 

Holocene extinction, Laudato Si' 

 

 

The Tower of Babel in the Age of Two Cultures 

Marcin J. SCHROEDER 

Tohoku University at Sendai, JAPAN 

 

Technology, in particular information technology is changing all aspects of human 

life. One of biggest challenges to modern societies is the change of the way we work. 

We know that many jobs will disappear in the near future when machines equipped 

with AI (or other information technologies) can faster and cheaper do the same work. 

The optimistic scenario is that new jobs for people will be necessary to maintain the 

work of machines, as it happened in the past in earlier industrial revolutions. After all, 

at present we are talking about the fourth industrial revolution. The pessimistic 

scenario predicts that this is the last industrial revolution, as the tempo of changes is 

too fast and those who lose jobs won't be able to learn new skills necessary for 

participation together with machines in the production. Another pessimistic scenario 

envisions the limits of human value for production, as humans would lose the race in 

gaining necessary skills with faster learning machines. This leads to either happy 

future life of leisure for everyone or an extinction of humanity on a global scale. 

Whichever scenario we believe in, the challenge is real and the answer has to be 

sought in the designs of education. The question is what kind of education gives the 

best perspectives for humanity. We already know that in the domains at the interface 

between technology and humanity the machines lose in the competition with humans. 

However, this does not give us a remedy for the problems of the competition with 

technology. We are also aware of the problem of desintegration of culture. C. P. 

Snow’s Two Cultures, that of science and technology and that of humanities, drift 

apart with increased speed and the precipice between them is exactly the location of 
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the jobs which are supposed to help us in the competition with AI. Thus, the problem 

of building a new Tower of Babel in which diverse disciplines of knowledge are fused 

into a whole becomes a matter of survival for the humanity. 

Kewords: Information technology, Fourth Industrial Revolution, Two Cultures, 

Education for the future, Fusion of science, technology and humanities 
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B. Plenary presentations 

 

 

The Argument for God’s Existence from AI 

Selmer BRINGSJORD 

Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute of Troy, U.S.A. 

 

When languishing on what he thought was his deathbed, Kurt Gödel shared with his 

student Dana Scott a handwritten, purported proof of God’s existence that built upon 

prior effort along the same general line by Leibniz, who was in turn building upon 

original work by Anselm. Decades later, 21st-century AI, led by Benzmüller et al., 

vindicated the reasoning of Gödel (& Scott & Leibniz). However, the class of 

arguments here did not make crucial use of the overall field of AI, and its impressive 

progress. (As I explain, only the narrow sub-area automated reasoning within 

contemporary AI bolstered Gödel et al.) In contrast, I argue that AI’s progress as a 

field, which is slow but inexorable, implies (given some very reasonable additional 

information) that God exists. How does my reasoning run? In a nutshell, it’s really 

quite simple: AI’s progress shows that artificial agents will soon arrive that have the 

ability to do most things most humans do for work, and certainly with the ability to do 

what nonhuman animals do. But these artificial agents will be fundamentally simple, 

intellectually speaking, compared to us. As I explain, of the two co-discoverers of 

evolution, this vindicates theist Wallace over atheist Darwin. In short, AI confirms that 

Wallace was right, and Darwin wrong: the power of the human mind was not produced 

by the needs of mere survival operating on mutations. Such a mechanism of 

production can produce AI, but not us. 

Keywords: God, AI, human mind 

 

 

An Obsolete Machinery? The University as Dispositive for Credentialed Subjects 

Carlos Eduardo MONTANO 

Universidad Autonoma da Ciudad Juarez, MEXIC 

 

This paper argues that although universities existed before their modernization, it is 

only since the emergence of the Napoleonic, German and Anglo-Saxon models, that 

the university has been transformed into a great systematized device for the rational 

ordering of all activity within it, a particular structuring device for strategies, 
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techniques, relationships, speeches, among other elements, that act as a “machine” for 

the production of all academic practices, developing diverse collective subjectivities 

according to the need of those who finance them. Under this scheme, it is that 

academic subjectivation is carried out in relation to the structure of university devices, 

where the device rationally controls the practices of the subjects, making them subject 

to a certain relationship of knowledge and power, with which the subject to their Once 

it is constructed in a combination of subjectivation processes. It is in this way that the 

contemporary university has been transformed into a producer of subjects focused on 

obtaining credentials to practice professions for the labor market and access the 

promise of social escalation in industrial capitalism. However, the reduction of the 

university approach to credentialing has put its “machinery” in open competition with 

other devices producing credentialing subjects, some of them more effective and 

economical than the university itself. 

Keywords: universities, academic practice, subjectivation processes, credentialization, 

obsolescence 

 

 

Men and Robots in Asimov 

Adrian NIȚĂ 

Institute of Philosophy of the Romanian Academy, Bucharest, ROMANIA 

 

The relationship between human beings and robots is very peculiar. I think that it is 

not for the reason that involves high technology, new science research or super-

miniaturization. I think that the relation is special because it is involved the philosophy 

and ethics. 

Isaac Asimov presented the three laws of robotics. The first law is a an interdiction: A 

robot may not injure a human being or, through inaction, allow a human being to come 

to harm. The second law is an obligation: A robot must obey the orders given it by 

human beings except where such orders would conflict with the First Law. Also, the 

three law is an interdiction: A robot must protect its own existence as long as such 

protection does not conflict with the First or Second Laws. Also, the ultimate law is an 

interdiction: A robot may not harm humanity, or, by inaction, allow humanity to come 

to harm. 

I will present some mental experiments to show that the relationship between men and 

robots is far to be clear under an interdiction, obligation or permission. My idea is very 

simple: even if the three laws of robotics seem to be the laws of robots, they are in fact 

the laws of men; even if they look like laws for the robots, they are the laws for men. 

Keywords: Philosophy, Literature, philosophy of technology, robotics, cognitive 

sciences, ethics, deontic logic 
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Homo Deus or technologies for transcendence – a critical approach on Harare 

Antonio SANDU 

Stefan cel Mare University of Suceava, ROMANIA 

 

The philosopher Noah Harari formulates a perspective on the development of 

humanity starting from its ability to ensure the large-scale cooperation of its members 

and from their capacity for symbolic communication. Technological development 

allows today's humanity to increasingly elude the natural evolution cycle. On the other 

hand, humanity is in a stage where it is forced to reinterpret the principle of natural 

evolution and the development of an “artificial evolution” based on various 

enhancement processes. In this article, we will present some elements related to the 

perception of the human condition in today's society due to recent technological 

evolution. 

Keywords: Homo Deus, transcendence technologies, Noah Harari, technological 

development 

 

 

On the relationship between culture and technology: co-evolution or competition? 

Laurențiu STAICU 

Bucharest University, ROMANIA 

 

One way of describing the relationship between culture and technology is to say they 

are continually co-evolving. All technologies develop in a particular cultural context 

as the result of social needs or constraints. But once developed, a technology changes 

the culture that gave it birth, and sometimes those changes are so dramatic and 

powerful, that they are considered maladaptive. However, in biology, where this 

metaphor of the co-evolution between culture and technology was imported from, 

when one of the partners of the co-evolutionary relationship overpowers its partner, 

this is no longer considered a co-evolutionary relationship, but a competing one. 

Nonetheless, competition has very different rules and results than co-evolution. My 

paper argues that the same shift from co-evolution to competition also started to 

happen in the dynamic interplay between culture and technology, and that we need to 

change our perspective regarding our relationships with technology in order to prevent 

some undesirable results. 

Keywords: culture, technology, co-evolution 
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Digitalization, the Internet Panopticon, and Negative Freedom 

Stefan Lorenz SORGNER 

 John Cabot University, Rome, ITALY 

 

The risks of related to human abuse of total surveillance are the main reasons why I 

struggled with the issue of if and if yes how we can enter the internet panopticon while 

still upholding the achievement of the enlightenment. I will show that by promoting 

the norm of negative freedom even further, we can have the best from both worlds, the 

internet panopticon which enables us to promote many of our interests, as well as the 

affirmation of negative freedom in order to realize a radical plurality of lifestyles. 

Keywords: Digitalization, Foucault, panopticon, internet, freedom, surveillance 
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C. Parallel Working Sessions Presentations 

 

 

 

Session 1: Human Beings Facing Technological Challenges 

 

 

IoT – the New Concept in the Use of Technology 

Roxana-Ionela ACHIRICESEI 

Stefan cel Mare University of Suceava, ROMANIA 

 

IoT – abbreviation for Internet of Things – is a network that it is used to connect 

different automatic devices and systems through the middle of the internet. The 

technique is used by large development companies that are working with new types of 

technologies. Basically, new technologies, inventions, are used in many areas of 

modern day living through IoT. Beyond its utility, it implies a sort of risks that 

companies cannot foresee.  

Through this paper we want to present a vision about worldwide implementation of 

IoT. In the near future this new domain will be used at a very large scale. But what are 

the implications? What are the risks? How will receive the masses this new 

development and will they be aware about the risks? What about ethics? Will it come 

with an ethical guidance? 

Keywords: IoT, technology, internet, ethics, ethical guidance 

 

 

Ethics: Necessity or utopia in a technological world? 

Mihaela BOBOC 

Stefan cel Mare University of Suceava, ROMANIA 

 

Ethical values have participated in the organization of societies since the beginning of 

humanity. But the society during its evolution has changed and adapted these values to 

the needs dictated by the new discoveries. Nowadays, in an era in which technology 

has invaded most areas of humanity, it seems that ethics, apparently, is under the signs 

of uncertainties and interrogations. Does a technological world need of ethical 

benchmarks? Can it still be adapted and implemented in a technological society? Or 

has ethics become an imaginary project? An answer to these questions may be the 

emergence of technoethics. 

However, questions can remain unanswered as long as we do not know in which 

direction (good / bad) the technological development is heading. 
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Keywords: ethics, ethical values, ethical benchmarks, technological world, 

technoethics 

 

Technoethics, between Optimism and Pessimism 

Ioan CAULEA 

Stefan cel Mare University of Suceava, ROMANIA 

 

Technoethics could be defined as a sum of ideas that highlights an ethical reference 

system that justifies this profound dimension of technology as a central element in 

achieving “final” human perfection. This important topic specifically refers to the free 

and responsible action of professionals insofar as it is part of the whole human activity 

through the tasks of the profession. In this sense, it is necessary to affirm that 

technoethics, although without claims of completeness, should become an important 

and indispensable element, which makes possible a real human development in the 

near future. 

Technological progress is a constant of human history. Nicholas Agar, author of the 

paper “Skeptical Optimist: Why Technology Has No Answer to Everything,” talks 

about why both relentless enthusiasm and a complete rejection of technological change 

are just as wrong. The New Zealand philosopher uses the tools of philosophy to 

analyze technological progress. At a time when there are many individuals who are 

attracted to the brilliance of new technologies, but others who reject the change they 

bring, very few have a long-term view of technological progress and treat it in a 

broader context. However, such a long-term vision can provide valuable lessons for 

those whose lives and careers are affected by technological changes (if not for 

everyone). 

Rapid developments in technology - in particular the computation and emergence of 

many “smart” devices, as well as rapid and perpetual Internet communication - have 

led to a commonly expressed vision that Nicholas Agar describes as “radical 

optimism”. Radical optimists argue that accelerating technical progress will soon end 

poverty, disease and ignorance and improve our happiness and well-being. Radical 

optimists believe that all we have to do is find a technological solution for all the 

problems we have. Agar believes that this techno-optimism is wrong, significantly 

exaggerating the power of technological progress to stimulate well-being. 

Keywords: technoethics, human development, radical optimism 

 

 

The digital era and the human gaps 

Anca Delia DABIJA 

Alexandru Ioan Cuza University of Iași, ROMANIA  

 

We are human beings and automatically the concepts we work with are filtered by 

ration, but they do not get rid of the filter of being affective, motivated or 
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characteristic. That means that any assertion is valued affectionately, emotionally or as 

a feeling. So, if the process of being digital “gives birth” to incertitude, uncertainty, 

dilemmas, the human grants protection, safety, and as a whole, a community.  

The main subject of the digital era is a complex one, taking into consideration the fact 

that we can’t find a context for its level. If some people consider it an objective reality, 

others present it as a mere psycho-social construction. The complexity of this theme 

comes also from the integrated variables that this subject has: biological, 

psychological, sociological, philosophical, cultural, info etc. In other words, there 

could be huge gaps between how people are and how they think they really are. It’s 

like living in a reality that is projected by yourself.  

In this thesis we are trying to highlight and bring arguments for the importance of 

knowledge, understanding and application of the axiological and normative contents of 

the moral philosophy in order to get adequate education, through which we can ensure 

re-discovering the authentic values of human beings caught in a confusing existence of 

the new arising technologies of communication. 

The present, with the elements of the „4 th Industrial Revolution” or the so-called „4.0 

industry” triggers new moral dilemmas for the human beings, namely affecting us by 

the collectively intensive use of cyber-physics systems,  of the „Internet of the Things” 

and of the „Internet of the Systems”. This new industrial revolution is a global 

phenomenon, which- according to Klaus Schwab - „ blurs the limits between the 

spheres of physics, digital and biological”. 

Besides the numerous positive effects, undebatable at this point, the “digital 

revolution” determines drastic changes, (includind negative ones), on human life. 

What Erich Fromm once stated as the “alienation of the modern man” has became a 

worrying reality: “the person acts and feels like a machine; that does not experiment 

what is really appropriate; it is more artificial… it has the experience of the 

meaningless and despair”; in an “ill society” because of “normality pathology”. 

From here, the desperate need to have healthy strong milestones on which we can 

build an ethics of education and self-education regardless of the age of the subject / 

subjects as the profound phenomenon of digitalization affects everybody, and also the 

whole social organism. The present existential transformation may slip towards false 

communication which alienates the humans from the authentic, natural thus risking to 

create their own gaps.  

Keywords: digitalization, alienation, human, ethics, education 

 

Representation Systems in Neuro Linguistic Programming – “The map is not the 

territory” 

Angela DRĂGHIA  

West University of Timisoara, ROMANIA 

 

The topic is part of a broader research on the “Elements of Pragmatic in Neuro 

Lingusitic Programming”. I choose to talk about the representation systems in NLP, 
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because form my personal experience and from my research, I found that more than 

50% people spent most of their  time making opinions  and judgement about life and 

about other people, and only few of them focus on sentiments, values and facts.  

Those people who judge other people, react according to their “Internal map” of the 

world. They have a poor and limited map. From de NLP point of view, “map” 

describes what is in our body (neurological reception of those energy manifestations) 

and what is in our brain (mental, conceptual understandings about the territory) 

“The map is not the territorry” said Korzybski. The father of Semantics referred tot the 

fact that a word is only a word, and to decide correctly, to act properly, it is desirable 

not to confuse words with what they actually represent. 

Keywords: NLP, pattern, territory, language, limitations, brain, mental state, mental 

patterns, behavior, internal map, changes, freedom 

 

 

Ethical Imperatives of Fashion in Current Society 

Ana HRISCU 

Alexandru Ioan Cuza University of Iași, ROMANIA  

 

In the last decades, under the auspices of the technological transformations of the 

society, but also of the increasing impact of the field of fashion on individuals, society, 

the economic environment and the environment, it has been felt the need to move from 

the state of fact to a projected one, in which what it is had to become what is intended 

to be and what it must be. Thus was born the ethics applied to the field of fashion 

(fashion ethics) a form of moral reasoning that is in charge of the proper resolution of 

the conflicts of ethical order in this sector of the creative industries, with the role of 

guiding the conduct and urging compliance with the norms. Among the socio-moral 

challenges addressed by the ethics applied to the field of fashion are the harmful 

effects caused by the raw materials, the technological process of producing the fashion 

articles and the way to recycle them, the corporate responsibility, the deontology in the 

field of fashion, the norms and principles necessary for the professional organization 

of the fashion activities through which fashion trends are made public. The orientation 

towards the good and the human progress, the manifestation of the respect for the 

human dignity, the commitment for integrity and moral rectitude, are values by which 

the human community has been built and developed, which the ethics applied to the 

field of fashion brings to the attention of the social actors. 

Keywords: ethics applied to the field of fashion, ethical fashion, sustainable fashion, 

corporate responsibility 
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Cultural shock and social acceptability in the field of extreme reproductive 

technologies 

Alexandra HUIDU  

Oradea University & LUMEN Research Center, ROMANIA 

 

In the last decade, we have come a long way in medicine from using medical 

techniques, whose only purpose is to help the infertile to have children, to the 

development of extreme technologies, which also lead to human reproduction, but 

which are no longer intended, necessarily and exclusively, just for infertiles: cloning, 

solo reproduction and artificial embryos. All these techniques exclude collaborative 

reproduction, respectively, in the case of artificial embryos, also exclude genetic 

kinship with a certain person. Separating the roles that make up parenting in the 

genetic role, the social role and the gestational role, as well as the intervention on the 

laws of heredity through such techniques are likely to blur the social perception on 

what parenting, family, child, and kinship mean. The article discusses the extent to 

which the acceptability of these techniques in a society, under the impact of the 

cultural shock it generates, will fluctuate depending on how, over time, the cultural 

shock will dissipate, as has happened before in the history of medicine with a number 

of other techniques and technologies considered, at the time of their emergence, to be 

controversial, revolutionary or even dangerous. 

Keywords: Cultural shock, social acceptability, extreme reproductive technologies, 

cloning, solo reproduction, artificial embryos 

 

A Holographic Interface for Accessing Content in Augmented Reality and 

Implications  for “Homo Technologicus” 

Cristian I. PAMPARĂU, 

Ștefan cel Mare University of Suceava, ROMANIA 

Radu-Daniel VATAVU 

Ștefan cel Mare University of Suceava, ROMANIA 

 

We present in this paper technical and engineering details of a wearable system for 

visualizing digital content overlaid onto the physical space by employing hierarchical 

structures for content organization, implementing analogies with the physical world, 

and adapting laws of physics, such as gravity, to digital content. To this end, we rely 

on concepts from the fields of Augmented Reality, Wearable Computing, Software 

Engineering, and Human-Computer Interaction to propose a new model for accessing 

digital content anchored in the physical reality. In our prototype, reality is augmented 

with containers of digital content represented graphically as semi-opaque spheres that 

float in the physical space around the user. We describe the properties of the spherical 

containers of digital content, such as their size and relative location in the physical 

environment, and their relationships to the user and the physical world. 
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We also present interaction techniques based on voice and gesture input that enable 

users to access the digital content contained by the virtual spheres. We present our 

technical implementation using the Microsoft holographic computer HoloLens, 

exemplify use case scenarios for our wearable prototype, and discuss implications for 

accessing digital content in new, mixed-reality environments and smart spaces in the 

context of the recent efforts to define, understand, and shape „homo technologicus.” 

Keywords: Mixed Reality, Augmented Reality, HoloLens, smartglasses 

 

Technological evolution and nihilism 

Mirea Liliana PAVEL 

Stefan cel Mare University of Suceava, ROMANIA 

 

Technology transforms all aspects of human life by providing opportunities for 

development, great opportunities, but also aspects that come with huge risks, 

uncertainties, and void. Today we live, more than ever, the harmful effects of 

technology. We tend to totally replace the human with the mechanic and so we create 

the strongest external / internal imbalance in human history. Communication, 

relationship is realized in overwhelming proposition now through technology which 

determines passivity, abandonment on the part of the man who begins, slowly, to 

annihilate his presence himself in the events of the reality of the world in which he 

lives. We can use technology to an extent; it will never be able to penetrate into the 

essence of man those glimmers of intuition. We are losing ground in front of the 

information avalanche because we did not understand to evolve parallel through 

education and culture, because we are not able to realize what we change through 

mechanization in our evolution. We waste, self-destruct and destroy the future, leaving 

ourselves manipulated or becoming partakers in this process. Nihilism is the most 

dreadful disease of this century and is the most serious repercussion with which 

technology has infected the human being. 

Paradoxically, technology begins to show us the reverse limiting knowledge, like any 

exaggeration that leads to the other extreme. It overwhelms us with the colossal 

dimension of knowledge that we have acquired (sometimes without assimilating, 

raising awareness, understanding) through technology and forgetting the most 

important thing - the fact that we, humans, have something that we can rise above the 

evolutionary force of the machines that went out of control, namely our consciousness, 

our ability to understand and to understand ourselves. The fragility of man in the face 

of technology, the present manipulation could be stopped by the possibility that lies 

with the being to meditate and understands that the only chance of salvation in the face 

of collapse is the evolution through culture and education. 

Keywords: being, consciousness, technology, self-destruction, nihilism 
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The impact of Industry 4.0 on the Society 

Alexei PIANIH 

Stefan cel Mare University of Suceava, ROMANIA 

 

The Industry 4.0 era is already in full swing. IT systems have invaded the 

manufacturing processes and their exponential development is unique in the history of 

humanity. The major problem is given by the fact that the society cannot follow this 

rapid development of the technologies and thus there are major problems registered 

mainly at the level of the young generation. We already know the negative effects 

sometimes registered at the level of the users of computer games, the psychic and 

behavioral problems registered in the case of people immersed in the virtual 

environment, the dependence on the mobile display, the inability of the school to face 

the social-media challenges, the exclusive interest of some young people for the social 

media environments that provide entertainment with drug-like results, the deep need to 

profoundly change the educational system, the inability to socialize in society. 

The paper tries to identify the problems related to the company&#39;s inability to 

adapt to the new information technologies. 

 

 

Utilitarianism as Technological Instrumentalisation 

Bogdan POPOVENIUC 

Stefan cel Mare University of Suceava, ROMANIA 

 

In moral philosophy the historical trend reveals a swift from the autocracy of virtues 

ethics of Antiquity, through modern deontologism dominance to the nowadays’ 

utilitarian ethics supremacy. The virtue ethics and deontologism are now in the 

positions of traditional ways of moral thinking under the siege of progressist utilitarian 

perspective, an endanger cultures of the past, defended by few, mourned by old 

generation, and contested by youths. Is this is only a trend of academic and research 

group, an epistemological fashion or it reflects a general shift in modern culture due to 

the technological symbiosis of culture and digitalization? 

Keywords: digital culture, deontologism, virtue ethics, utilitarianism, digital ethics 

 

 

The impact of children's philosophy on the development of moral competence 

and techologizing 

Paraschiva Rodica RUSU 

Stefan cel Mare” University of Suceava, ROMANIA 

 

Philosophy for Children (P4C) is a didactic approach widely implemented in schools 

across the UK, which aims to stimulate dialogue on different topics, improve 

communication skills and define own philosophical-type questions or arguments. This 
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program was also adopted by the Frasin Secondary School, from Suceava ,Romania, 

and its effects were assessed through the Moral Judgment Test, developed by Georg 

Lind, in 1978. The control group includes the Bucşoaia Secondary School. 

The results demonstrated the positive impact of P4C implementation on the 

development of moral competence among students who benefited from P4C lessons, 

while the control group did not show such improvements.  

Moral competence increased to a greater manner among the students from the Frasin 

Secondary School, following the P4C implementation, in contrast to the Bucşoaia 

Secondary School students. Starting from the hierarchy of moral stages, moral 

development has been shown to increase progressively following the implementation 

of P4C among the students from the Frasin Secondary School, creating the foundation 

of moral judgment on the justice concepts. In the case of the students from the 

Bucşoaia Secondary School, there are observed oscillations in the passage from one 

stage to another, being difficult to outline an image of their moral judgment. 

P4C is a controllable and manageable action by direct or congruent connection 

between teacher and student, but the world has entered a new era, that of technology in 

which laptops, smart phones, smart watches, tablets and many other devices, prepare 

future adults for the Pre-informational society. This P4C approach should be adapted 

more and more to develop the moral competences of young people and with the help 

of the widely used technology today. 

Keywords: philosophy for children, moral competence, techologizing, school, 

morality. 

 

 

Highly skilled workers migration: the creative class and technology 

Mihaela TURCU 

Alexandru Ioan Cuza University, Iasi, ROMANIA 

 

Starting from the concept of the creative class as described by Richard Florida, where 

the central element of identification is represented nor by studies or job title but the 

creativity incumbent in someone’s activity, the present study analyzes the impact of 

technology on the phenomenon of migration in two highly specialized and creative 

domains: the scientific research field of mathematics (represented by the 77 Romanian 

Math Olympiads medalist between 1985 and 2005) and the software industry (with the 

case study on Iasi city). The analysis is made by comparison between the two areas 

and by comparison with the migration in other fields for which there are studies 

regarding Romanian space (manual workers, agriculture, medicine, etc.).  

As for the Romanian scientific Diaspora, it has specific features, determined among 

others, by the professional or personal goals of the migrants, the age at which they left 

(those who left during the undergraduate studies are better integrated in country of 

destination), the field in which they practice - mobility is easier in the field of exact or 

natural sciences, versus social sciences or humanities, by the type of professional 
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trajectory - the prospect of a clear and certain professional path determines a loose 

relationship with the country of origin, or personal elements (family relationships, 

international marriages, etc.) and by the culture and values of the destination countries. 

The impact of technology arises, for example, in the decreased role of the mentor in 

the migration story, in the way of keeping in touch with the family, in facilitating the 

migration due to higher access to information and more opportunities in the research 

filed or adjacent domains, like software industry, finances etc.  

Unlike the field of scientific research, the phenomenon of migration in the software 

domain has a special evolution: the free access to the UE labor market for Romanian 

workers was expected to increase the migration of the specialists, but after 2012 the 

software industry has experienced a different evolution, concretized in the expand of 

the industry and the development of other cities, except for Bucharest, as software 

industry centers. The evolution of technology has allowed the development of the 

domain independent of basic infrastructure, determining the growth of the latter and 

the manifestation of the phenomenon in which creative people attract other creative 

people. 

Keywords: creative class, highly skilled migration, brain circulation, scientific 

Diaspora, urban development 

 

 

Kairos in Digital Media 

Anca URSACHE TCACIUC 

University Stefan cel Mare of Suceava, ROMANIA 

 

According to Sir Thomas More's adagio, This is the right time, and this is the right 

thing, we decipher a perpetual keeping of kairos, an ancient rhetorical concept that has 

gained importance in different disciplines over the centuries. Kairos means knowing 

what is most appropriate in a given situation, and appeals to it in written form try to 

make use of the particular moment, attempting to capture in words what will be 

immediately applicable and engaging for a particular audience. 

It is possible, the historical concept of the definition of kairos word as qualitative, 

meaning the right, critical and opportune moment in Ancient Greek, in counterpart 

with the quantitative, as sequential time chronos, may make the concept appear 

outdated, but, the relevancy of kairos is at its peak as the world has rapidly 

transformed into a society dependent on digital technology. In order to recognize how 

kairos can be applied to online media and the challenges that occur as a result, a broad 

definition of the term is required; the application of kairos to digital media easy to 

recognize, as it states the concept can be referred to a particular moment in which 

success can be achieved when an opening is pursued. 

In nowadays, an inherent question is manifested with the application of kairos to 

online content: if timing is crucial to the message of communication that is being 
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received, how can we communicate effectively online, where anything can be 

published at any time? 

Keywords: kairos, digital media, digital time, opportunity and right time 
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Can We Trust e-Trust? 

Maria BANU 

University of Bucharest, ROMANIA 

 

E-trust refers to “trust specifically developed in digital contexts and/or involving 

artificial agents” (Taddeo & Floridi 2011). According to Taddeo & Floridi (2011), the 

literature on e-trust has mainly focused on four aspects: (i) understanding what the 

distinctive features of e-trust are; (ii) the relation between trust and e-trust; (iii) the 

influence of the digital environment on its occurrence; (iv) the extent to which 

artificial agents can be involved in an e-trust relationship. The underlying discussion is 

whether e-trust is conceptually possible at all. Those who argue against this notion 

(Pettit 2004; Nissenbaum 2004) point out to three conditions that need to be met in 

order for trust to emerge: (a) direct interactions between the agents; (ii) the existence 

of shared norms and values; (iii) the possibility to track other people’s identity. As 

none of these conditions could be met in digital environments, the conclusion was that 

e-trust is not conceptually possible. Others (Taddeo & Floridi 2011; Taddeo 2011), on 

the other hand, argue that these conditions can actually be fulfilled in digital 

environments and that none of them is a necessary condition for the emergence of e-

trust. However, if none is necessary for the emergence of e-trust, then how and why 

does trust emerge in digital contexts? What grounds e-trust? My aim in this paper is 

not to provide an answer to this question. It is rather to flag that, in answering it, we 

need a more nuanced conceptual approach to the phenomenon of trust. In this sense, in 

addressing the four aspects mentioned above, I will assume a fundamental relation 

between trust and e-trust. This is mainly because, even if e-trust were an entirely 

different phenomenon from trust, as of now at least, we lack the understanding and 

conceptual instruments to address it independently. First, I will argue that, in order to 

determine whether e-trust is indeed trust or simply a case of reliance, we need to 

determine who the trustees are in digital contexts. They may be other people, online 

platforms, algorithms, pieces of hardware of software, or artificial agents. Accepting 

that digital trust can and does happen between people in online environments, it may, 

however, be that trust in artificial agents is rather a case of reliance. Secondly, whether 

e-trust is conceptually possible is, in fact, a question of whether it is rationally 

possible. Most approaches to e-trust ground it in the rationality of our expectations 

with respect to the other’s trustworthiness. Most recent studies on trust, nonetheless, 
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have shown that there are other motivations to trust, besides expectations. These may 

not lead to a conclusion on whether e-trust is rational, but they may certainly tell us 

something about why we trust others in digital environments. Thirdly, understanding 

the influence of digital environments on the emergence of trust is primarily a question 

about what prompts trust and only secondarily a matter of what distinctive features of 

the digital environments may or may not help in this sense. Finally, can we actually 

trust artificial agents or do we simply rely on them to act and perform a certain way? I 

argue that the trustee’s moral agency is a necessary condition for the emergence of 

trust in artificial agents. 

Keywords: trust, e-trust, technology, artificial agents 

 

 

The choice of the century: energy or environment 

Bogdan BREABĂN 

Stefan cel Mare University of Suceava, ROMANIA 

 

It is said that the future of the Earth is electric. Electricity is easy to transport, is 

accessible anywhere on the planet, and allows the transfer of powers of any value, but 

at this moment the energy industry is the most polluting industry on the planet. 

Although the new technologies aim to reduce energy consumption through 

nanotechnologies, new materials and increase conversion efficiency, the global 

demand for electricity increases year by year. Under these conditions, if no clean 

energy sources are sought, the human race will disappear due to the massive amounts 

of carbon dioxide emitted. 

The paper analyzes the possibilities by which humanity could face these challenges by 

finding clean energy sources. 

The University of Suceava, through the EMAD Research Center and the Inventory and 

Technological Transfer Laboratory, is looking for solutions to solve energy problems 

and increase the efficiency of photovoltaic systems. 

Keywords: energy consumption, environment, ecology, industry, polluting 
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Current management of the uncontrolled bleeding (i.e. laparotomy, tamponade, and 

external pelvic compression) contribute to majority of trauma-related deaths. In the 

last decades, computed tomography (CT) techniques have been popular in the 

management of hemodynamically relevant retroperitoneal hematomas (RPH). The aim 

of this study was to analyze our experiences with polytrauma patients with RPH after 

bone fractures. 

In this context, we retrospectively reviewed a case series of 31 patients with RPH 

diagnosed by CT, from Emergency Department between January 2014 and December 

2016. Of these, 21 were men and only 10 women which affected all three RPH areas 

after Kudsk & Sheldon's classification (1-central, 2-lateral and 3-pelvic). The cause of 

trauma was pelvis in 40.98%, lumbar spine in 31.15%, ribs in 14.75%, thoracic 

column and limbs in the same percentage (i.e. 4.92%) and breastbone in 3.28%. The 

clinical and classical assessment of a RPH in a politraumatized shock patients is very 

different. Therefore, accurate characterization of RPH by using CT imaging can 

change clinical management in order to minimize unnecessary laparotomies.  

By acquiring modern imaging techniques, proper treatment can be prioritized 

underlying the importance of an early diagnosis in RPH patients with bone fractures. 

Keywords: polytrauma, retroperitoneal hematoma, fractures, computed tomography, 

scientific challenge 

 

 

Nanotechnologies in the age of complexity 

Elena Maria GHEORGHIU 

Stefan cel Mare University of Suceava, ROMANIA 

 

The current nanotechnologies have several important objectives: reducing the 

consumption of expensive materials, reducing the energy consumption, minimizing 

current products, improving performance for a particular product, reducing pollution, 

supporting the market economy and implicitly reducing prices. These goals can only 

be achieved by changing the paradigm given by a new vision of the world through 

Complexity Science. 

Complexity Science operates through several well-defined mathematical and 

experimental tools: fractal geometry, chaos theory, bifurcations, genetic algorithms, 

catastrophe theory, etc. If to this problem are added the new discoveries of quantum 

physics and the more accurate understanding of the mechanisms of natural living, we 

obtain sheep technologies, which develop exponentially based on biophysics, 

biochemistry, biotechnology. 

Probably the big technological leap to mark the end of the Industry 4.0 Era will be the 

coupling of nanotechnologies and MEMS / NEMS (micro / nano electro mechanical 

systems) devices with artificial intelligence. 

Keywords: complexity science, nanotechnology, bifurcations, chaos, fractal geometry 
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Software engineering ethics 
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Over the past 30 years, computer engineering has developed a lot. Currently, computer 

and software applications have a central role in business, medicine, security, defense, 

communications, government, industry, education, and everyday life. Software 

developers, peoples who manage computer networks, data security analysts can do 

well, but they also have the potential to cause suffering and harm to others or the 

environment, willingly or not. For this reason, IT activities must be regulated by 

specific laws. 

From the beginning, we argue that the law is not the same as ethics, even if both 

promote the good. Certain ethical principles can be strengthened by law. In the field of 

computer science and technology, can exists theft, privacy violations, violence and 

harassment. To combat and punish such actions and behaviors, law is needed. At the 

end of 2018, the Romanian Senate adopted a bill banning bullying in all areas 

dedicated to education. 

Is software engineering a profession? If so, are there codes of professional ethics 

whereby specialists in the field can regulate their professional activity, as is the case, 

for example, in areas such as defense, justice or medicine? 

Gibbs and Ford have identified eight components of a professional infrastructure: 

• initial vocational training - refers to the courses that potential professionals must 

follow before practicing the chosen profession; 

• professional accreditation - is the one that certifies that the training was conducted 

according to the profession's standards; 

• training of practical skills - gives candidates the opportunity to acquire the practical 

skills needed to practice the profession; 

• candidate certification - candidates are assessed to determine their level of training 

• licensing - grants candidates the right to practice 

• continuous vocational training - enables professionals to have access to the 

necessary training to maintain the skills and knowledge necessary to carry out their 

professional activities 

• the existence of a professional organization made up of the majority of the 

profession 

• the code of ethics - is a mechanism by which a professional organization ensures 

that members of a profession will use their knowledge for the benefit of society (Gary 

Ford and Norman E. Gibbs, “A Mature Profession of Software Engineering”, 

Carnegie-Mellon University). 
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With the fact that software engineering is a profession, in this article we present main 

principles of behavior and certain decisions that practitioners need to adopt when 

creating software or coming in contact with customers, provided by codes of ethics. 

The principles who was be listed and described in this article are not legally binding. 

Principles are grouped by interest categories depending on who or what is involved in 

the interaction with software engineering: public, customer, employee, manager, on 

the one hand, and on the other hand the product and its own judgment. 

Keywords: ethics, principles of software engineering ethics 

 

 

About iSTEMIA – inovation in Science, Technology, Engineering, Mathematics, 

Informatics and Arts 

Dan Laurențiu MILICI 

Stefan cel Mare University of Suceava, ROMANIA 

 

New computer technologies have led to the unexpectedly rapid development of 

artificial intelligence lately. If 15 years ago it is considered that the most complex 

artificial neural network has the size of the ant brain (if the ant had a brain), what 

happened in 2017 took the modern society by surprise. The important results in the 

game of Chess and Go obtained with Alpha Zero, the control systems of the postings 

implemented by Facebook, the performance of the Google car without a driver, make 

us believe that within 10 years, important professions like manager, doctor, lawyer, 

driver, etc. will disappear. When artificial intelligence will be far more efficient in 

decision making than human intelligence, man will have two characteristics 

impossible to reproduce by the machine: feelings and creativity. 

The paper presents problems related to creativity in the main fields of human activity: 

science, technology, engineering, mathematics, computer science and art. 

Keywords: artificial intelligence, education, creativity 

 

 

Ecological footprint of the electrical and energy industries as Cultural Challenge 
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Stefan cel Mare University of Suceava, ROMANIA 

 

In the ecological footprint of the predominant energy industry appears the carbon 

dioxide footprint. Renewable energies (water, wind, Sun) can to reduce the amount of 

carbon emitted in the environment compared to obtaining electricity by burning fossil 

fuels but this aspect refers only to the exploitation of power plants. The current 

technologies for obtaining photovoltaic panels and accumulators, as well as the current 

way of recovering the waste from them, still have an ecological footprint comparable 

to the conventional methods of electricity production. 
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The use of electrical energy conversion systems into mechanical energy and vice versa 

will continue to impose a high level of pollution and unsustainable development due to 

the industry that produces electric motors. 

The collaboration between the Faculty of Electrotechnics in Chisinau and the Dorel 

Cernomazu Inventory Center in Suceava mainly aims to develop new models of 

electro-thermo-mechanical actuators that, by their performances, eliminate the use of 

classic electric motors from automatic manufacturing lines. The results obtained from 

these collaborations are presented in the paper. 

Keywords: ecological footprint, electrical engineering, energy engineering, cultural 

change 
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The present paper represent the study of topographic anatomy and optimization of 

approach for explant and ocular globular implant, visualization of vessels and optical 

nerve, opting for multiple variants for the transzygomatic pathway. Neuroraphy is 

feasible on direct route, but vascular sutures are imposed on distant trunks: the carotid 

artery or major branch and the jugular vein or an intracranial branch. 

The conclusion is that eye transplantation is possible as a technique and will be 

experimentally possible in the next phase. Finally, the work comprises personal 

imaging evidence of these researches. 
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Elements of ethics in engineering 

Eusebiu TOADER 

Stefan cel Mare University of Suceava, ROMANIA 

 

The word “ethics” has a variety of meanings, which can cause confusion. “Ethics” can 

mean moral (what is good or bad), rules of behavior of a person or group of people, 

and a study area. The phrase, “ethics in engineering”, means a field of research that 

studies behavioral practices in engineering. 

The standard method of teaching engineering ethics courses in the United States does 

not provide directions as to what is right and what is wrong. Instead, general methods 

for analyzing ethical issues are currently being taught. In the engineering ethics 

textbooks it is presented that the pedagogical methods derive from the moral 

philosophy, history and sociology. The manuals also present the codes of ethics 

established by professional engineering companies. 

In the last decade in the field of engineering ethics, the traditional part of fulfilling the 

profession of engineer has disappeared, taking into account wider aspects about the 

social implications of engineering. 

The question of how engineers are educated about the social implications and ethical 

issues of their work is a complex one. In the United States, engineering colleges 

debate the topic, stimulated by the guidelines recently adopted by the Accreditation 

Council for Engineering and Technology. Known by the acronym CE 2000 

(Engineering Criteria 2000), these guidelines have been very controversial from the 

beginning because they require the evaluation of the curriculum by the results obtained 

rather than by the courses taken. 

Keywords: ethics, engineering education, social implication 
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At present, it is not easy to be a follower of globalization, once for the goals we have 

to reach every day and then because of the speed in achieving them. However, we are 

very close to being more connected than ever before, both by the speed of response 

and by the acceleration of the data transfer power offered by 5G technology. It is 

practically another revolution, which we will all benefit from, but not knowing very 

precisely what the changes will bring to society. 

Keywords: Technology, computing speed, transfer speed, 5G 
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Grounding Neuroethics on Moral Philosophy: Context, Meanings and Challenges  

Carmen COZMA 

„Alexandru Ioan Cuza” University of Iași, ROMANIA 

 

Beyond the already established approaches of neuroethics – among which there are 

neurobioethics, empirical and conceptual neuroethics, etc. – that are developing at a 

rapid pace thanks to the opportunities of our nowadays digital age, being marked by 

the ’fourth industrial revolution’, we think about and we aim to focus on the necessity 

of grounding this new type of applied ethics on moral philosophy. Actually, we plead 

for the opening of neuroethical professionals towards the philosophical fundaments 

able to support and to enrich such a research domain; and, by consequence, to make 

neuroethics as an efficient and beneficial academic field to be useful in real life; by 

exploring and evolving its ’impetus and equipoise’ for human well-being, finally. The 

main purpose of this paper is to emphasize the potential of great value proved by 

moral philosophy, contributing to a better reflection, understanding, explanation and 

interpretation of human brain in its relatedness to the righteous mind and the creative 

imagination facing the artificial intelligence’s valences in progress. By a good 

appropriation of moral theories and views, of moral ideals – crystalized over time 

within a long cultural history of humankind -, of moral values, rules and principles, the 

advancement of neuroethics can register greater chances, as regards even the meaning 

of human beingness-in-becoming that has to deal with the neuroscience and 

neurotechnologies’ challenges in full swing.  

Keywords: neuroethics, moral philosophy, artificial intelligence, human brain, digital 

age 
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This study intends to emphasize the fact that technological advancements have 

changed to a great extent the way in which literature can be tackled in the foreign 

language classroom. The use of digital and authentic resources can bring a boost of 
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motivation, an increased interest and a better acquisition of language and culture 

through different channels: audio, video, text, images, sounds.  

By reading Scandinavian literature, students can develop their multilingual skills. In 

addition to language enrichment, literature provides also cultural enrichment. In 

today’s digital age, instruction should also give students the possibility to collaborate 

both in the formal educational setting and in online learning contexts. And since 

nowadays learning activities tend to make use of ICT tools, both teachers and students 

should develop their digital competence.  

In order to demonstrate this hypothesis, we intend to come with examples of good 

practice as regards the use of literature in developing students’ critical thinking and 

social skills as well as to engage them actively to interpret self (intra-culturality) and 

others (inter-culturality) in diverse contexts of social and cultural exchange.   

Keywords: literature, culture, digital age, digital competence, authentic resources, 

ICT tools. 

 

 

Wisdom and Ludditism 

Viorel GULICIUC 

Stefan cel Mare University of Suceava, ROMANIA 

 

There is a huge divide in nowadays societies, between those who are enthusiastically 

embracing the new, emergent and paradigm changing technologies and those 

maximum afraid by the very same technologies and fully against them – the so called 

“luddites”. Under these circumstances, there are increasing tensions between the wise 

approaches of such subjects and the extremist ones as those indicated above. 

Keywords: technology, luddites, wisdom, philosophy of technology  

 

 

Prospective ethics and the disruptive rhythms of technological progress 
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The prospective function of ethics gives to the field of moral philosophy an authentic 

ontological direction because it debates not only over what “it has to be”, as the 

Kantian ethical tradition does, but, more importantly, over what “it can be”, thus 

preparing humanity for a possible and potentially disturbing future. Being wise does 

not just mean dealing with the present reality or with the idealities described by moral 

desirability, but to try to predict what will happen. The preparation for change 

becomes an act of moral responsibility. It is morally necessary in order to avoid major 

risks for mankind, risks generated by the unpredictable consequences of disruptive 

innovation and the uncompromising application in the social life of new technological 

conquests.  
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Along his existence, the European Journal of Science and Theology” has emphasized 

the theological and interdisciplinary approaches of the cultural technological 

challenges we are experiencing in the last decades. 

Keywords: science, theology, journal, interdisciplinarity, challenges 
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E dreptul meu să îmi cunosc drepturile în Era Digitală 

It is my right to know my rights in the Digital Era 

Oana DIACON 

“Al. I Cuza” University of Iași, ROMANIA, CFR Marfă, ROMANIA 

Loredana TEREC-VLAD 

Stefan cel Mare University of Suceava, ROMANIA 

 

In zilele noastre tinerii utilizează din ce în ce mai mult rețelele de socializare, în 

diferite scopuri: pentru socializare, pentru amuzament, etc. Nu de puține ori, din 

dorința de a deveni populari, tinerii își fac prieteni virtuali persoane necunoscute, se 

postează în diferite ipostaze, etc. Pericolele ascunse în spatele rețelelor de socializare 

sunt multiple, de la bullying la trafic de persoane, amenințări, etc.  

În această lucrare vom analiza principalele probleme care pot surveni în urma utilizării 

iresponsabile a rețelelor de socializare, punând accentul pe cadrul legal aflat în 

vigoare.  

Cuvinte cheie: cadrul legal, rețele de socializare, bullying, trafic de persoane. 
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În diviziunea socială a muncii, Durkheim descria două tipuri de solidaritate : 

mecanică şi organică. Solidaritatea mecanică a fost descrisă ca fiind o solidaritate cu 

normele sociale, individul fiind parte dintr-un sistem la care consimţea să participe 

necondiţionat, în timp ce solidaritatea organică implică un sistem în care regulile de 

manifestare şi funcţionare sunt construcţii ale microgrupurilor, în cazul nostru, familia. 

Trecerea de la solidaritate la individualism pare să reconstruiască o nouă logică 

structurală a solidarităţii, aceasta devenind mai degrabă efectul funcţionalităţii decât o 

funcţie în sine.  

Studiul realizează o analiză secundară între familia franceză şi cea românească, 

pornind de la premisa faptului că o parte consistentă din Codul Civil românesc este 

influenţat de legislaţia franceză. 

Cuvinte cheie : modernitate conjugală, postmodernitate conjugală, solidaritate, 

individualism relaţional, concubinaj 

 

 

Homoparentalitatea – dileme contemporane 

Homoparentality – contemporany dilemmas 

Iulian APOSTU 

Romanian Academy,  

Institute of Sociology, Bucharest, Bucharest University, ROMANIA 

 

Istoria europeană a legalizării uniunii consensuale, indiferent de orientarea sexuală a 

partenerilor nu poate fi limitată la fuziunea legală dintre doi parteneri ci implică şi un 

set de consecinţe socio-juridice asupra dreptului de filiaţie, asupra drepturilor fiscale şi 

patrimoniale, asupra dreptului de adopţie sau asupra drepturilor de protecţie socială. 

În legislaţia europeană, inclusiv în cea românească, definiţia adoptatorului se referă la 

familie sau la persoană singură, fără nicio referire la orientarea sexuală. Prin urmare, 

posibilitatea adopţiei pentru un cuplu de acelaşi sex, deşi a fost interzisă în Europa în 

primele redactări din legislaţia pentru parteneriatul homosexual, a fost reconstruită 

strategic prin adopţia de către un singur partener, urmând ca apoi copilul să crească şi 

să se dezvolte în mediul conjugal homosexual.  

Studiul are la bază o analiză socio-juridică, comparând elemente legislative europene 

şi proiectele de legalizare a uniunii consensuale din ROMANIA. O atenţie deosebită se 

acordă problemei homoparentalităţii şi dilemelor asupra socializării şi integrării 

sociale a tinerilor în condiţiile în care, conform EOS GALLUPE EUROPE, 2003, 

ROMANIA este una dintre ţările cu cel mai înalt nivel de intoleranţă cu privire la 

homoparentalitate. 

Cuvinte cheie: conjugalitate, homosexualitate, homoparentalitate, legislaţie, adopţie.  
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The importance of technology in the management of school organizations 
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Managementul organizațiilor școlare reprezintă un proces conștient de conducere și 

coordonare a unor acțiuni, atât individuale, cât și de grup, în vederea îndeplinirii 

obiectivelor instituției. Schimbările radicale din domeniul educației impun managerilor 

realizarea unei bune gestionari a cunoștințelor, în scopul de a asigura performanță și 

eficiență în domeniul educațional. Organizația educațională, are nevoie în condițiile de 

astăzi ale societății informaționale, de cunoștințe noi care se bazează pe principii, 

metode și tehnici moderne de planificare și organizare. Toate acestea îl vor ajuta pe 

manager, prin folosirea tehnologiei, deosebit de necesară pentru fundamentarea 

deciziilor și atingerea obiectivelor țintă ale organizației școlare. 

Cuvinte cheie: management, organizații școlare, decizie, obiective, tehnologie. 

 

Aspecte socio-juridice privind instituția adopției 

Socio-legal aspects regarding the institution of adoption 

Narcisa GALEȘ 
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Dumitriţa FLOREA 

Stefan cel Mare University of Suceava, ROMANIA 

LoredanaTEREC-VLAD 

Stefan cel Mare University of Suceava, ROMANIA 

 

Pentru a putea analiza instituția adopției, trebuie să avem drept punct de plecare 

definirea familiei. Deși trăim într-o societate evoluată în care prioritățile și accentele se 

schimbă mereu, totuși unul dintre cele mai importante lucruri din viața noastră rămâne 

familia - familia în care ne-am născut și am crescut sau familia pe care ne-am creat-o. 

Noţiunea de familie poate fi privită atât din punct de vedere sociologic, cât şi juridic. 

În sens sociologic, familia, ca formă specifică de comunitate umană, desemnează 

grupul de persoane unite prin căsătorie, filiaţie sau rudenie, care se caracterizează prin 

comunitate de viaţă, interese şi întrajutorare. În acest sens, se poate spune că familia 

este o realitate social prin comunitatea de viaţă dintre soţi, dintre părinţi şi copii, 

precum şi dintre alte rude. În cadrul relaţiilor de familie apar aspecte morale, 

psihologice, fiziologice şi economice între cei care formează comunitatea de viaţă şi 

interese. Relaţiile de familie au un caracter de complexitate pe care nu-l găsim la alte 

categorii de relaţii sociale. În sens juridic, familia desemnează grupul de persoane între 

care există drepturi şi obligaţii, care izvorăsc din căsătorie, rudenie, precum şi din alte 
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raporturi asimilate relaţiilor de familie. În acest înţeles, familia este o realitate juridică, 

prin reglementarea ei de către lege. 

Cuvinte cheie: adopție, proceduri, efecte, legături de rudenie 

  

 

Impactul corupției asupra oportunitătilor de afirmare ale individului în 

societatea postmodernă 

Corruption’s Impact on The Individual Success in the Digital Postmodern Society 

Loredana MARȚOLE 

Stefan cel Mare University of Suceava, ROMANIA 

 

Corupția este un fenomen care afectează toate păturile sociale. În zilele noastre acest 

fenomen a căpătat forme din ce în ce mai complexe și continuă să existe în toate 

structurile. De cele mai multe ori tinerii, când doresc să se încadreze pe piața muncii 

mai ales în sistemul bugetar, se află în fața unor situații, pe care noi, le-am numi, mai 

degrabă controversate, dat fiind faptul că, contracandidații sunt rude sau prieteni cu 

persoane sus puse.  

În această lucrare îmi propun să analizez formele pe care corupția le-a îmbrăcat de-a 

lungul timpului în ROMANIA, și care ne afectează pe ficare dintre noi, indiferent de 

vârstă. 

Cuvinte cheie: corupție, nepotism, oportunitate, cadru legal. 

 

 

Educaţia religioasă-morală – dimensiunea educaţiei 

The Moral – religious education – the dimension of the education 

Elisabeta I. MARICI 

Stefan cel Mare University of Suceava, ROMANIA 

 

Lucrarea de faţă este o necesitate în contextul actual al dezvoltării învăţământului 

românesc pentru a aduce clarificări şi lămuriri în legătură cu educaţia religioasă. 

Scopul lucrării este acela de a clarifica din punct de vedere istoric rolul şi importanţa 

educaţiei religioase de-a lungul timpului. 

Articolul de faţă porneşte cronologic în demonstrarea importanţei educaţiei moral-

religioase de-a lungul timpului până în prezent. În prima parte sunt prezentaţi Sfinţii 

Părinţi şi filosofii creştini ai primelor veacuri creştine care explică la unison că o 

componentă a educaţiei este educaţia moral-religioasă fără a exclude paleta celorlalte 

educaţii. 

În continuare este prezentată şi expusă educaţia religioasă în gândirea clasicilor 

pedagogiei universale care consideră că educaţia religioasă joacă un rol important în 

formarea personalităţii copiilor şi adolescenților. 

Cuvinte cheie: educație morală, educație religioasă, învățământ românesc, formarea 

personalității copiilor. 
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Motivația în învățământul preuniversitar din ROMANIA 

Motivation in the Primary and Secondary Education in Romania under the Challenges 

of the Digital Society 

Oana Miruna OPREA 

Oniceni Secondary School, Suceava, ROMANIA 

 

În învățământul gimnazial, rolul profesorului este unul deosebit de important, dat fiind 

faptul că de multe ori, se consider că, de la aceștia elevii deprind abilitatea de a învăța. 

Desigur că, trăim într-o societate bazată pe cunoaștere, iar acești copii sunt considerați 

a fi generația tehnologică. În consecință, considerăm că utilizarea noilor tehnologii în 

actul didactic ar trebui sa fie luat în calcul de tot mai multe școli.  

In această lucrare voi aduce în prim plan rolul noilor tehnologii în procesul de predare 

învățare pentru a sublinia cât de important este ca elevii să se simtă motivați să 

descopere și să achiziționeze cunoștințe noi prin intermediul noilor tehnologii. 

Cuvinte cheie: era digital, noi tehnologii, motivație, elevi. 
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Stefan cel Mare University of Suceava, ROMANIA 

 

Ce este Inteligenţa Artificială ? Acest nou concept ce umple spaţiul mediatic din ce în 

ce mai mult în ultimii ani este “un program de calculator conceput pentru sarcini care 

necesită în mod normal inteligență umană sau capacitatea unui om de a învăța”. În 

timp ce un robot este o mașină care finalizează sarcini complexe, Inteligenţa artificială 

poate fi folosită pentru a controla un robot. Astfel putem spune că inteligenţa 

artificială este superioară unui robot. Pe măsură ce inteligența artificială se dezvoltă în 

capacitățile sale, și impactul său asupra vieții oamenilor este din ce în ce mai mare. 

Sophia Robot Hanson a primit cetățenia Arabiei Saudite, acesta fiind primul caz de 

acordare a cetăţeniei unei inteligenţe artificiale. Arabia Saudită nu este guvernată de 

statul de drept în sens modern şi nu se ghidează după regulile şi legile unui stat 

democratic, astfel încât acordarea acestei cetățenii Sophiei are o semnificaţie mai mult 

decât interesantă. Într-o națiune guvernată de statul de drept, “cetățenia are un sens 

clar definit, cu drepturi și responsabilități relativ derivabile din documentele juridice 

scrise, folosind logica analitică modernă, cu siguranță, cu o anumită măsură de 

interpretare cvasi-subiectivă prin jurisprudență”. 
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De la acordarea cetățeniei robotului Hanson Sophia, nici o națiune democratică 

guvernată de un sistem juridic în stil modern nu s-a alăturat acestui demers, arătând 

interes acordării cetățeniei unei inteligenţe artificiale. Întrebarea în acest context este 

dacă se pot găsi soluţii pentru ca roboți și alți posibili cetățeni ai AI, să poată fi 

integraţi ca şi cetăţeni în contextul codurilor juridice moderne! 

Cuvinte cheie: Inteligență artificială, noi tehnologii, cetățenie, coduri juridice. 
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În a doua jumătate a secolului al XX-lea, noi descoperiri au intrat în viața societății, 
care au transformat ideile obișnuite despre viață, despre persoană și despre activitatea 
sa. Aceste descoperiri au extins capacitățile de informare și comunicare ale omului. 
Este de remarcat faptul că noile oportunități nu au durat mult în natura exclusivității, 
când utilizarea lor a fost limitată doar de elita intelectuală, pregătită profesional. 
Tehnologia informației s-a răspândit rapid și a cucerit toate sferele vieții umane, 
activitățile sale profesionale, educația, divertismentul, timpul liber și viața. Au 
influențat ritmul de viață al omului modern. Inegalabil cu cultura tradițională, și-au 
extins orizonturile, creând oportunități de comunicare fără precedent. Putem spune că 
tehnologiile informaționale și de comunicare (TIC) „au ajuns” la fiecare persoană, 
indiferent de locul de reședință, de cultură, educație, tradiții și obiceiuri. Desigur, acest 
lucru nu ar putea decât să afecteze persoana în sine. Tehnologiile informaționale nu 
numai că au influențat cultura tradițională, dar și-au schimbat caracteristicile și 
proprietățile esențiale, și-au schimbat rolul și semnificația pentru oameni. 
Noile tehnologii au inițiat noi senzații, înțelegerea și conștientizarea de sine în lume. 
Este o coincidență apariția termenului „globalism”, caracterizând o trăsătură esențială 
a lumii moderne. Și, într-adevăr, lumea de astăzi este evaluată de noi altfel decât în 
toate civilizațiile anterioare. Este important să înțelegem că în noul „stat” al lumii, în 
globalismul său, nu există doar succese și noi oportunități, ci și consecințe negative, 
dăunătoare pentru o persoană, cultura sa, lumea sa spirituală. O nouă înțelegere a lumii 
în care trăim, preocuparea pentru dezvoltarea și îmbunătățirea ulterioară a acesteia, a 
prezentat o serie de probleme acute, la care este important să facem față corespunzător, 
pentru a le rezolva cu un rezultat pozitiv. De fapt, lumea modernă este „în pragul 
alegerii”, pe marginea unei schimbări cardinale a sistemului de valori, de alegerea 
competentă de care depinde soarta omenirii, soarta civilizației, soarta culturii. 
Cuvinte cheie: societate, globalism, dezvoltare, schimbare, alegere 
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Importanța tehnologiei în relația copiilor cu părinții care lucrează în străinătate 

The importance of technology in the relationship between children and their migrant 
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Copiii ai căror părinți sunt plecați la muncă în străinătate reprezintă o problem socială 

în ROMANIA, încă de la începutul anilor 2000 când fluxul migratoriu a cunoscut o 

adevărată creștere. De asemenea, concomitent cu acest fenomen migratoriu a avut loc 

și o răspândire a noilor tehnologii de comunicare în rândul populației românești. Deși 

există cercetări recente care atrag atenția asupra impactului mai degrabă negativ al 

utilizării internetului și a smartphone-ului asupra calității relației dintre părinți și copii, 

în cazul relației la distanță dintre copiii și părinții lor plecați la muncă în străinătate 

posibilitatea utilizării internetului și a aplicațiilor de pe smartphone reprezintă aspecte 

pozitive.  

Cuvinte cheie: noi tehnologii, migrație, populație, relație părinte-copil. 

 


